ARMORDECK 3

ArmorDeck 3
Highly stable event flooring with optimal turf and subsurface protection

Material:

high-density polyethylene (HDPE)

Dimensions
(l x w):

overall dimensions:
1.15 x 1.15 m (45.3 x 45.3 in)
working dimensions:
1.07 x 1.07 m (42 x 42 in)
height: 0.05 m (1.9 in)

Weight:

approx. 19.50 kg per panel (43 lbs)

Color:

dark green, light grey; custom colors available

Transport:

45,6 m² (490.83 ft²) per (euro) pallet
approx. 1,003 m² (10,796.20 ft²)
per standard trailer

Applications

events requiring heavy plant for construction and

ArmorDeck 3 protects natural and artificial turf as

dismantling of structures such as stages and towers

well as surfaces such as asphalt and sandy ground.

(ArmorDeck 3), combined with audience areas that

The system is suitable both for pedestrian traffic and

protect the natural turf below (ArmorDeck 1).

as a sub-flooring for grandstands, towers or stages.
Now in its third generation, ArmorDeck 3 reliably

Optional Extras

withstands loads such as forklifts or trucks. It is well

We can provide comprehensive quotes that include

suited for both audience and backstage areas.

shipping, assembly, disassembly, and final cleaning.
For especially

heavy

loads or

for

additional

Features

protection, we recommend the use of an additional

ArmorDeck 3 is a ground protective system designed

fabric such as geotextile.

to meet your highest expectations. The integrated
connection system locks firmly to permit secure
assembly, as well as maximum stability and surface
protection. ArmorDeck 3 is made of polyethylene
(thickness: 5 cm (1.9 in) and remains stable during all
weather conditions and loads. Alongside the lightduty ArmorDeck 1, system, ArmorDeck 3 creates a
gap-, transition- and trip-hazard-free surface for
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Multi-directional
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mechanisms
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for weight dispersal and minimize the risk of
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damage to and compaction of the subsurface
| 02 Quick to deploy, the system provides high
levels

of

protection

for

sensitive

surfaces
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03 This drivable event flooring has a sandblasted, nonslip surface with a flat profile and is available in grey
or green | 04 ArmorDeck 3 is suitable for indoor and
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outdoor use

WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

